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The Main theorem of `Axial pairs and convergence groupsa is false as stated. Here is a counter-
example: Consider a punctured torus and the corresponding Fuchsian group F. TakeA to be the
obvious set of axes for F (2 simple closed curves on the torus which intersect once and miss the
puncture). In the circle at in"nity, replace each parabolic "xed point p of F with a copy of the unit
interval [0,1]

. The result is a circle S. We now describe the action of F on S. If g3F and p, q are









is either the identity or the re#ection in 

(whichever is needed to maintain the continuity of g on S). For the other points of S, the action of
g is already de"ned. Thus F acts on S by homeomorphism, and (F,A) remains a cross-connected,
discrete, endpoint-disjoint axial pair for the action of F on S, however the action of F on S is not
a convergence action. In fact, if h3F was a parabolic with "xed point q in the original Fuchsian
action, then h will "x the closed interval [0,1]

in S.
The original proof of the main theorem actually proves the following.
New Main Theorem. Let G act by homeomorphisms on S. If there is an ALL so that (G,A) is
a cross-connected, discrete, endpoint-disjoint convergence pair then G acts as a convergence group on
S modulo the components of S!A. That is G acts as a convergence group on the quotient circle
S/&, where y&x if x, y3S!A and A does not separate x from y.
In particular, if the endpoints of the axes ofA are dense in S then G is a convergence group on S.
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The mistake in the original proof was the assertion that, since the action of G on the quotient
circle was a convergence action, the action ofG on the original circle was topologically conjugate to
a Fuchsian action. The above counterexample shows how false this assertion is.
There is also a mistake in Remark 8. The second sentence should read `For a "nite area group,
C will be equal to the set of conical limit points, but this is not true in even the easiest example of
a in"nite area group,2a.
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